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Children's Associations to the
Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
Introduction

In 1959 the Visual Motor Gestalt Test was twentyone years old .. _ it cam.e of' age.

Introduced in 1938 by

Lauretta Bender (1938) using nine simple geometric designs
selected from the work of vertheimer, this test has been
accepted as a useful, time saving and valid instrument by
th

clinician.

The test oa.lls for the reproduction, by

drawing, of the designs.,

These repDoduotions may be soored

by ve..rious systems, for example those of Billingslea, 1948;
Gobetz, 1953; Pascal and Sutt 11, 1951.

The Bender test literature ie abundant.

As remarked

by Hutt (19$3) most of the research up to the time of th·

Second World War was eonc erned with the deviat'ions indica
tive of menta.l defect, neurotio1sm or psychosis.

The work

involved primarily the Gestalt principles and little attention
was paid to the meehani$m of projection as it operated in the
test.

1945, however, psycholog ists turned to the pro
jective quality or the test and the relation of personality
Around

to performance.

Many in"Vestiga.tions hava resulted covering

the implications of Bender-Gestalt test performance for
nearly every phase of psyohodynamiQs, for p ychopharmaoology
and for educational re earch.

Ordinarily the investigations

have used the reproductions drawn by the subjects and he.ve
1

2

neglected the association aspe�ts of the test designs.
Despite this neglect cl1nic1ans :frequently make use of such
associations.

Tolor, {19.37, P• 176) for instanee, st tes:

"Although there is little obj ctive information on this par
ticular aspect of its use, aesooiations to the Bender-Ge talt
are frequently used by cl1nioians as a projeotive device."

Greenbaum (195$, p. 27) statesi

"In the past, the meaning

of the figure to the subject was clinically ascertained in
two ways.

The first was to give the subject a oard and ask

him to free assoc. iate to the figure."
In the abs nee of normative data on ,issoeiations to the
designs, it may be ssumed that the clinician's interpre
tation was based on personal e:x:p$rienc-e and internalized
nGrms, a legitimate and produ.et1ve process, but one which
does not lend itself to communieation.
(1952, P• 62) re.fer to this:

Suczek and Klopfer

"In most instances protoo .ls

a.re interpreted on the basis of: a combination of Bender's
original and admittedly tentative findings, Hutt•s unpublished
monograph, and the intuition of the psychologist using the
test in any particular instance."

Bender my have condoned

such procedure in part for in her Oh1ld Psyohiatrto �

niques (1952, P• 52), speaking of the standard test situation
{i.e., reproduction of the d signs), she states:
clinical test.

"This is a

It should not be so rigidly formalized as to

destroy 1 ts func-tion which is to determine the ind1 vidual 's
capacity to experience visual motor gestalten in a spatial

3

and temporal relationship."

Data dealing with the association value of the Render

Gestalt figures are taken principally from the experiments

of Suczek and Klopfer (1952), and Tolor (1957).

While

other persons have alluded to the association values this

has been done 1n a casual and non-quantitative way as in
the writing of Greenbaum. {1955).

Greenbaum (1955) points out that the child's reproduction

reflects the meaning of the design to the child.

To increase

certainty of the meaning attributed to the designs by the
children, Greenbaum used the test in conjunction with the
Rapaport-Gill-Shafer word assooiation list.

Greenbaum

cites the case of on e of his clients at a child guidance
clinic.

This boy gave an association of "cot" to Figure

2 of the Bender designs; "cot" was then inserted in the

Rapaport-Gill-Shafer list.
11

bed" to "cot n .

The subject then associated

"Bed" was then put in between the 40th

and 60th words of the word association list and the child
gave the a.ssocia t1on "sleep n .

Case history revealed that

up to the age of seven the Shad to get 15 hours day bed

Greenbaum. thus has found using·associationa to the

rest.

Bender-Gestalt test to be a means of obtaining richer in
formation than the use of the reporduction of the designs
alone.

Tolor (1957) u.sed a sample or 50 neuropsychiatr:tc

patients consisting of

45 ma.le and 5 female patients.
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The average age of the sample wa

26.8 yea.rs and the mean

WAIS Pull Seal& I. Q. was 102.J.

Of this sample 18 per

sons had character

nd heha.vior disorders,

5 were psyeho

neurotic, 9 were schizophrenics, 15 bad organic brain
injury and

.3 had no psychiatric illness_. 'l'olor a ked the

subjects to free a.esooiate to the Bender-Gestalt designs.
From the associations Tolor dl:'eW up five response oate
gories:

rejection, nonspecific responses, descriptive

re pons es, letters of the el phabet, responses taking only
part of a design into consider tion or showing no mean
ingful relationship between design parts, and responses
whieh integr ted design parts in a meaningful whole.
It was found that frequenc.y of the di.fferent types of
responses varied aecord1ng to the design:

74�

for example,

of the subjects offered meaningful whole aesooiations

to Design 3 while only 209' were able to off r well
integrated responses to Design A.

Tolor eonoludes that

clinicians should take into eons1derat1on, when inter
preting the symbolie sign!fieance of Bender-Ge talt
associations. , the structural dif'ferences in the designs.
A provocative and extensive
• study of associations

to the Bender-Gestalt test 1s that of Suezek and Klopfer
(1952).

Us.ing 48 "normal 0 college students

s subjeeti!,

the experimenters pro jeoted the B.ender-Gesta.lt designs
on a. screen for two and one half minutes and asked
the students to free assoeiate.
tion

From the associa-

thus garnered, the investigators drew up

5
a schema for eaeh design showing 1) how the figure is most
frequently seen by the subjects, 2) se.x differences in
associations, 3} focus of interest of the figure, 4)
affective pull and

5) symbolic value. Tentative inter

pretative hypotheses were set up for eaeh of the designe.
01.' Design 7 they state as the Tentative Interpretative
Hypothesis: "The handling of th is figure will reflect the
individual•s feeling of potency, i.e., his a.b.ility to face
and deal with complex situations. Example:

difficulty

in reproducing the figure, as sketching and redrawing, o�
simplifying the overlapping relationship would indicate
feelings of impotence." (p. 72).

Suozek and Klopfer eon

elude that the Bender-Gestalt designs have a stimulus
value consistent enough to justify the formulation of
usable hypoth&ees which should be helpful to the psycho
logist in int�rpreting test results.
A study by Suczek and Klopfer (19$2) suggests that
the use of associations as a diagnostic aid may be justified

but it tells us nothing about the assoo1at1ons made by
children.

The pre
· sent study explores this aspect of the

Bender-Gestalt test designs.
The first purpose of this study 1s to ex
· plore the

associations children give to the Bender-Gestalt designs
to determine if these assoc1ati ons increase in "richness 0

as age increases.
associations.

Tolor (1957) hints at a hierarchy of

For instance, he states some eoneepts were

6

entirely inappropriate for the design; some showed a.
"lower" level of abstraction (some attempt wa.s ma.de to

interpret but there was little deviation from line concept
or the concept was a forced, arbitrary one); at th.e other

end of the eontinuum there were associations showing a
high level of abstraction or conceptualization.

However,

Tolor made no attempt to link the level of concept to the
subject's maturational level.

The present study aiu.nm.1.es

a psyohologieal growth paralleling visual-motor growth.
This may be stated as Hypothesis I:

A.asooi.a.tions elicited

by th e Bender.Gestalt test will increase in nriehness" as
the age of the subjeot ineree.ses.
The second purpose of this study is to determine if
there is a dife:rentiation of associations as related to
the sex of tho respondent.

Suosek and Klopfe:r (19.$2)

mentioned some of these differences but did not quantity
them.

For example of' Figure 2 they state:

"Women, some

what more than men, tend to see the design as statio,
consisting of inanimate objects."

They do not explain

what •1 somewhat" indie,ates quantitatively spe*ing, nor
do they indicate tho specific associations classes as
"static".

The second purpose of this study may be stated

as Hypothesis II:

Associations elicited by the Bender

Gestalt test will dif'fer depending on the sex of the res
pondent.
There are many studies indicating variables which
influence the type of reproduction made by subjects to

7

the Bender-Gestalt test designs.

For example, Byrd's

(1956) study of 400 children found, by use of the fifteen
test factors originally suggested by Hutt, signifieant
differences in performance on the Bender-Gestalt test
between "clinic and well-adjusted children".
Too, the maturational ef!'eots on performance of' the
Bender-Gestalt test have been the premise of several works
including those of Bender, 19Je; 1952; Harriman 19.50;

Keller, 1955, with the consensus being this is an ef'feetive
variable.

The lnfluerice of intelligence also has been the

subject of several studies which, however, present eon
tradiotory :results.

Gobetz (1953) believes there is no

correlation between Bender-Gestalt test performance of

adults and IQ; Pascal and Suttell (1951) conclude that

performance on the test and IQ do not correlate for normal
persons 15 to 50 years of age.

Koppitz (1958) states she found t he reverse, 1.e.

statistical analysis revealed a highly significant rela
tionship between performance on the Bender-Gestalt test

and the WISO.

Koppitz 4 subjects were 1st, 2nd, Jrd, and

4th'grade pupils undergoing treatment for behavior or
learning problems.

Two .European studies which are avail

able to the author only in the form of abstraets eite a
relationship between 1ntelligenc.e and performance on the
Bender-Gest lt test.

Heffer, Lebov1e1 and Angou1vent

{1949) found in a study of children and adolescents age

8

3 to 20 yea.rs that per.forms.nee was closely allied to the
•stan.ford--'lerman' as far as mental level was concerned.
WewetBer (19.56) in investigating differential diagnostic
possibilities of the Bender-Gestalt found a significant
correlation between performance and Binet-Norden scores.
While the Bender-Gestalt test has heen called ttculture
free" because it is nonverbal in its traditional presenta
tion, some doubt has boen cast on this hypothesis by the
work or Peisotto, (1954, p. 372).

Using seven different

ethnic groups she found variances 1n performance which are
eignifioant at better than the

5i

level of aonf1dence.

She states "The results••• while not definitive because

of the small N (35) do suggest the probability that various

ethnic group

will produce different protocols, so that in

this sen e the technique is not culture free."

Koppitz,

Sullivan, Blyth and Shelton (1959) report d:tff'erenees in
Bender-Gestalt test per.forms.nae which seem to reflect in
part sooio-eoonomic and cultural variables.
Popplestone {1956) has written of a variable exogenous
tot

subjects but one which should be cons1der&d in ex

perimental studies on the Bender-Gestalt test.
1

the test card themselves.

This variable

Writing about the test cards

Popple stone states he found many variations in the published
versions of what sho uld be standard stimuli and po:!.nts out
the consequent difficulty in aasesaing the reproductions
subjects make of the designs.
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Method

Subjects.

The design of the e.x.periment demanded th& t

there be tvo groups;

pre- and post-pubertal; male and fe

14 boys and
15 girls aged 9 years, 6 months, to 10 years, 5 months

male.

Therefore, the ample was comprised of

(called the 10

year

15 boys and 15 girls aged

group);

15 years, 6 mon ths, to 16 years, 5 months (called the
16 year group) •

Variables pertinent to the reproductions or the Bender

Gestalt test des1
. gns we:re assumed, for the sake of par i•\Dsny·,

to be equally relevant to the asaoei@:tion� t-o the d signs .,
and therefore needed contPol or definition.

Accordingly,

ohildren with. adjustment problems were excluded from the
sample.

Criteria for exclusion were indications of malad 

justive b havior as reflected by the school records, the

classroom teacher or counselor's judgment. and the obser
vations ot the experimenter�

The inf luence of intelligence on Bender-Gestalt te t

performance is equivocal.

However� children with gross

mental retardation, (1.,e. IQ below 70) were eliminated
from the study.

An estimate of the intelligence of every

n:ember of the sample was available from he terogeneous
scales.

The range of IQs was 77 to 135; the mean IQ of

the female subjects is 107; of the males, 106.5.

The

mean IQ of the 10 year group is 111; of the 16 year group
102.5.
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The sample in this study does not appear to be eom
poaed predominately of any one socio-eoonomio class.

An

estimate of the socio-economic level was obtained from two
factors:

the general eharacteristios of the populati on,

and the occupations of the subjects• parents.

The popul -

tion ea.me from one school in a mid-Western town of
approximately 3000 inhabitants; all subjects are white and
Oeoupations of the subjects' parents were

native born.

classified by the Edwards (1938) system as follows%
Class l
2

3

4

5
6

Pro.fesaional persons
Proprietors, Managers, orficials
Ole rks a nd kindred workers
Skilled workers, foremen
Semi-skilled workers
Unskilled workers
Occupation unknown

12%
22�
17%
21%

15�

10,t

.3�

Previous research has indicated the Bender-Gestalt
teat performance is particularly s ensitive to conditions
of cerebral pathology, therefore•, children with demonstrable
brain damage were excluded as -were children with reported

dei'eota in hearing, speech, sight, motor control or the
respiratory system.

It 1s believed the subjects employed,

therei'ore, represent physiologically intact organisms
who are peychologieally "normal".
AJ?paratus and Materials.

The eards used w&re the

Bender Moto·r Gestalt Test Cards published by the American
Orthopsychiatrie Association, Inc.
on a b lack sheet of paper

Each ea.rd was mounted

8½ x 11" and inserted in a note-
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Category II.

S�le Description. The r esponse dea
e�es the peysloal appearance of the
stimulus without the association re
�uired by the instl'uotion�. Examples:
'bunch o:f dots", 1•11ttle o1rcles", "a
line and �art of a square", "a half
circle", two drawings of e. rectangle".

Category III.

Without Movement. The association as
cribes a static quality te the stimulus-
the association is to an immobile object
or to one which is rarely conneoted with
movement. This category �as also separa
ted as to whether the association was
ns1ngle 1t or "Group".

Category IV.

a.

Single: the stimulus was seen
e.s a tightly organized Gestalt.
Examples: "'a path"', "bracelet",
"clown's hat t t, "a 4 maybe",
"croquet hoop", "broken cross'•,
n a design", li :ranee post n •

h.

Group: �he stimulus wls seen
as a loosely o�ganized Gestalt
composed ·Of discrete 1 tame or,
groups oi' identical i tams. Ex
amples: 0 buttons tt , "eggs in a.
earton", "bowling pins rrom the
top", "box and water buffs.lo
horns", "hat with a feather",
"prairie dog holes", 11 two big
crayons", "a diamond in a ca e".

Movement. The associntton ascribes
aetuat movement to the stimulus or capa
bility of movement. "Single,.. and "Group"
associations und r this category are as
follows:
a.
b.

Single: "arrowhead", "person"
"gi:raf'fe", "lightning"; "dog",
"an eye".
Group: "little en.ta n, nband
of people", "radioactive waves"
"juggler with a box on his head,t,
••horseshoe with hand eom1ng down
to it", "ocean with waves 0 , "two
rocket.ships", na canoe with
somebody in the middle".

1,3

Structural Level
Category I.

No Res;eonae. This category embraces
the same types of associations enum.era.
ted in "No Response n on the Content Level.

Category II.

Cha.ng�. The percei v ...r saw e1 ther more
or !ess than the physical appearance of
the stimulus supported. The respondent
perceptually "altered" the design by
adding or removing parts of the figure.
a. Addition: respondent verbally
.indicated the augmenting: ,.ar
rowhead if had lines"; augmenting
was not verbalized but the assooia
tion required olosure of the design
if it were to be appropriate: the
assooiati on "shovel" to a design
which is
. a half circle.
b. Removal: the association "mus
tache", for 1.nstance, to Design
the perceiver
�� indicating
removedtt one entire part of
the design from his association.

Category III. Fragmentation. The stimulus was per
ceived as split into parts, and to each
part a d1s�rete association was made.
Examples: ttpigtails and a box"; "igloo
and smoke0 , '*top or a church and a
rocket ship'\ "water and fishing line"•
Category IV.

Whole. The deaign was seen as having a
quality of unity: either one form was
perceived, or the structure was seen as
a combination of identical entities·.
Ex:amplea: "a spear"; "pitohi'ork'',
"prairie dog holes 0 , 0 erayons1 . "e.n
eye" ,. "dots in typing a.lass", "marbles".

The associations of 16 subjects
in the 10 year group,

4

females and

(4 females
4 males in

and

4

males

the 16 year

group} were chosen at random for a reliability check of

aasoo1at1on categorization.

The associations of the 16

subjects to each of the eight Bender-Gestalt Test designs
were placed in one of the four categories of 1) the Content
Level and 2) the Structural Level by two independent judges.
The percentages of agreement are sho1m in Table I.
The hypotheses of this study were that associations to
the Bender-Gestalt test would increase 1n richne s as the
age of the subject increased, and that a.ssoa1at1ons would
differ aooording to the sex of the eubjeet.

To compare

associations of the 10 year group with those of the 16
year group, and associations of the female group with those
of the male �oup, response categories were diehoto,mized.
This was neeessitated by the comparatively small N, re
sulting in frequencies 1n some of the catego ries too small
for statistical analysis ..

The categories were d ichoto

mized on the Content Level a follows:

"No Response",

"Simple Description" versus "Wi thout Movement ", 'Movement";
ttMovement" versus "No Re.sponseH , "Simple Description",
"Without Movement".

On the Strnetural Level the diehoto•

mies were: ttNo Response", "Change", v-ersus. "Fragmentation",
"Whole"; "Whole" versus " o Response'J, "Change", "Frag

mentation".
Chi Square was employed to test the s1gnifieanee of
the differeno�s between the female and male groups, the
10 year and 16 year groups, as to the frequency with which
they gave associations falling into the various response
categories.

15

Table l

Percent of Agreement between Two Independent Judges and
Experimenter on Categorization of Associations by Sixteen
Subjects to Bender-Gestalt Test Designs
Bende,r-Gestal t
Test Design
Oont ent Level

I

l

6'9

2

63

3

4-

5
6

1

Structural Level

II

Percent o'f'
Agreement

50
38

63

50

81

8

81

l

100

2

94

,;

75

4
5

81

75

6

100

7

94

8

87
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Results

Eight Chi Squares were obtained for each of the eight
Bender-Gestalt Test designs.

Two of these tested dif

ferenees between associations of the lO year a nd 16 year
group in the two category dichotomies of the Content Level.
and two tested differences in the category dichotomies of
the Structural Level.

Two Chi Sqtia resalso tested differ

ences between associations of the females and the males in
the two dichotomies of the Content Level and two tested
differences in the two dichotomies of the Structural Level.
Signiricant differences in behavior between the 10
year and 16 yea!' group are shown in Table 2.

The 10 year

group gives "Movement" a ssociations more often th.an does
the 16 year group to Figures 6 and 7. "-Whole lt responses

are given more o:rten by the 16 year group to Figures 6 and
8.

To figure 6 the 10 yea r group gives more "No Response"

or "Change" associations, and more "Whole" associations
than does the 16 year group.

Tm signi.fieant teats of' the .female versus male asso

ciations are shown in Table 3.

to Figure

Males give "Whole" responses

5 more o.ften than do females; fems.lea give "Whole"

associations to Figure 8 more often than do males.

In su:m.n:ary:

of the seven significant tests

or dif'

ferenoes ., two showed respons ee whieh differed according to

the sex of the respond nt and five showed assooiations
differed according to the age of the respondent.

17

T'able 2

Significant Dlfferenoes in Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Test Designs Dependent on Age of Respondent

Design

#

6

Frequenoy
Age Age
Chi
10
16 Square

Association
Oalegory
No Response)
Ohsnge
)

Fragmentation)
Whole
)
# 6

Whole
No Response
Change

)

8

28

6

26

11

7

19

15

7

Simple Description)
Wit hout Movement )

14

23

Whole

16

Movement

No Response )
Chmge
)
Fragmentation)

16.)6

.01

4-

22

Movement

No Response

#

13

25.86

No Response
)
Simple Deseription)
Without Movement )
# 7

2

23

)

Fragmentation)
# 6

16

Level o-r
O.on.fidence

)

13

6

9.19

.01

5.08

.05

18

.3

Table

81gnifioant Differenees in Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Designs Dependent on Sex (!)f Respondent
Design

# 5

Association
Category
Whole

No Response )
Ohange
)
hagmentation)

# 8

Fl"equeno-y
Females Males
2

10

28

19

Level of
Confidence

.01

16

Whole

lfo Response )
Change
)
hagm.entat1on)

Ohi
Square

6

13

.05
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Discussion

This is, 1n part, a normative study and consequently
the sample was chosen to approximate the distribution of
characteristics of children in the population.

The in

dependent variables in the study are age and sex, and the
associations given to the Bender-Gestalt test designs are
presumed to be a .function of' these 'Variables.

To insure

an approximately Pnormal n sample control of other variables
was attempted.

The IQ oi' the sample ranges from 77 to 135

with a mean falling in the average o-r high average zone.
Pathological conditions, both physioal and psyohological,
were a lso controlled.

The mean sooia-eoonomic level of the

sample is slightly above middle class with approximately

51� in the upper class a (l, 2, 3) and 46% in the low r
classes (4, 5, 6). The subjects # therefore. do not repre
sent any bias in sampling.

The use of standard test cards

seems to have removed the possibility of variation in
associations which might have :z,esulted from the aae
non-uniform stimuli.

or

The fact that subjec�s were not re

quired to draw the t est designs did, however, alter the

nature of the stimuli a.a compared to the tradi tions.l
presentation.

Nevertheless, 1t was the pr emise of this

investigation that variables pertinent to the reproduction
or drawing of the designs were also pertinent to the associa
tions given to the designs.

Support for this premise is

given in the works of Suczek and Klopfer (1952) and
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Greenbaum (1955) both of which infer reproductions of

the designs a.re related to the meanings which subjects
give to the designs.
Certain assumptions wero inherent in the diahoto
mizs.tion of the association categories.

On the <Jontent

Level these were that "No R sponse" or nsimple Description"

associations would be given more frequently by the 10
year group than by the 16 year gi->oup, and that "Movement"
associations would be given more frequently by the .16
year group.

Further, it was assum d that on the Structural

level "Whole" responses would be given more frequently by

the 16 year gro�p than by the 10 year group, while "No

Response" or ttohange" aesooiations would be given more
frequently by the 10 year group.

"Movement" and "Whole"

responses were deemed to be rtricher", or to denote a higher
level of conceptuali�ation than were responses in other
categories.
However, by statistical analysis, no differences were
.found in the number of "No Response "' and "Simple Description"
associations given by the two age groups.

tt'Wh.ole/' responses

were given more frequently by the 16 year group to Figurea 6 and 8.
were
6.

11

110 Response n and ttohange" associations

given mo;re .f?,equently by the 10 year group to Figure
A negative £1nd1ng appeared in the case of associations

to Figures 6 and 7 where the 10 year group gave more "Move
ment" responses than did the 16 ye,ar group.

When, however,
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we examine the two negative findings, that is,. the higher
frequency of' "Movement" :responses on the part of the 10
year group to Figures 6

nd 7 ., it is found that the s truc

tural properties of these designs do not support "Movement"
responses.
figure

It appears that ''Movement" responses to thes·e
y represent uninhibited imagination rather than

higher level oonoeptua11eation, or ttr1chness".

Figure 6

1s composed. of two wavy lines; one horizontal end one
vertical -- the 10 year group gave many "water", or
"Movement" associations to this design, but in order to
support these associations the perceivers had to "remove h
the vertical line.

It is, therefore, dubious that the

"Movement" responses of the 10 year group :represent
"richer _. association than do the non-Movement responses of
the 16 year group such as '•broken oross", "two stit'ings",
"snake paths."
Oonversely, the structural properties of :Figure 8
appear to ml.it e

"Whole" response more appropriate, or

nrieher" than do es an association falling into another
category.

The 16 year group w:1 th response

such as

"kayak", "design !'or a bracelet", " eathervane", "grille
part of a new car", seem to have perceived on a higher
lev el than did the 10 year group with responses to this
figure such as nsomething w1 th a diamond in the center",
"two little points and a kite in the m1ddle","a rocket

2.2

with a window in it".
'l'he Hypotheses of this study were predicated on
the assumption that differences would appear in the
responses of the females as opposed to t he males. as well
as in the asso.oiationa of the 10 year group as oppo.sed

Significant results in differences

to the 16 year gl'Oup.

of aasociat1ons to two .figures of the test bore out the
assumption responses

or the female group would differ

from responses or the male gro up� namely. responses to
Figures

5 a.nd 8. In Design 8, for instance ., f emtales saw

a nWbole "' more :t'requ e.ntly than did the males.

The female

subjects gave more responses to this figure of a decora
tive natu.t-e, falling into the "Whole" category:

"design

on wallpaper", "Indian design on a hes.cl.band", "glass win ...

dow in church" ,. whereas the males saw it as a utilitarian,

fragmented, 'figure:

"baseball field with diamond'', "rocket

ship going to the moon and a diamond in it".
The findings of this stl.ldy are esse·ntially negative

in that only 7 out of 64 tests of differences yielded
significant results.

This is surpJ>ising beoause there

are many s tudies purpoYting to demonsti-ate connection be•
tween performance on th-a Bender-Gestalt test and. certain
p erson ality var1ables, .

It s eems reasonable to assume that

if devie.t1ons in design reproductions are indicative of
personality dif'ferences, associations to the test designs
should reveal these differenees to a greater degree.

Yet,
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if associations do not dii'fer appreciably according to
sex and age, why is 1.t that they are deemed to differ
according to other personality variables such as school

re diness, neurot1c1sm, adjustment, etc.?

It is possible,

of course, that differences in mo�or control rather t

n

o ther personality variables have been demonstrated 1n

previous studies.
Further, the results of this study are surprising
becaus e the use of Bender-Gestalt test associations has
i'ound popular acoeptanee by elinioia.na presumably because

such associations have been found to be of value.

be that the value was predicated on the clinician's

It may

judgment and eJCperienoe rather than on quantifiable fac

tors.

Apropos to this line of thought it may be stated

that the experiences of' the experimenter lend credence to

the use of associations in singling out individu als with
oertain personality attributes.

In the course of noting

some nine hund:r d assooia.t:t.ons (many of these were eliminted from the study proper because the respond nts were
not considered "normal"), the experimenter noted deviant

ssociations to the Bender

responses Which indicated that

Gestalt teat may have diagnostic. value.
the response:

Among these were

usome an we're ehooting at with 22s" from
t

a child who 1s "maladjusted"; 1 two pill'.ows on a couch"

.from a child with a metabolic disorder; "thirteen eyes
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Summary

This study was conducted to explore the Hypotheses
that associations to the Benda.r ... Gestal t test designs would
increase in richness as age of the respond&nts increased
and that associations would differ according to the sex
of the respondents.

The Bender-Gestalt test cards were

presented individually to 29 boys e.nd 30 girls, half of
each sex group being 10 years ot age and half being 16
years of age.

Associations to the test figures were

categorized on two levels:

the 0(mtent and Structural.

Subsequentl,y the aategol"ies wer,& d1ohotom1zed for purpose

of statistical analysis.

Chi Square tests of signifi-

cance revealed d.if'i:'erences 1n 7 out of 64 tests.

'!'he

oonceptual level of associations ppears to be a function
or the design structure rather than the age of the res
ponden t; associations on the whole, do not diff'er appreciably
according to the sex of the subject.

?his study indicates

tho advisability of conducting furtheli' research a.long the
line of Toler•. (1957) study, that is,using eategorie•s
based on the structural properties of' each of the eight
design in the Bender-Ge talt test.
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Table

4

Differences in Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Test Designs Dependent on Age of Respondent
Association
Level
Content

Association
Category

Design

o Response,
Simple Description
vs.
Wi.thout Movement
Movement

# 1
2
3
7
8

Movement
vs.

Mo Response,

Simple Desoription
Without Movement

# l
2

7
8
*Chi Square at 3.84 significant at

�"

ff

n

6.64

n

"

5�.

1%.

Chi Square

29

Table

5

Differences in Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Test Designs Dependent on Age of Respondent
Association
Level
S true t u:r al

Association
aategory

Design

Whole
vs.
No Response, Change,
Fragment,a tion

Chi Square

# 1

2
3
7
8

No Re3pons e, Change
vs.
Fragmentation, Whole

# 1

2

3

l+

5

6

7
8

*

Chi Square at .3.84 significant
at ,i
"
tt
u
" 6 • 64
1%

�} tt

0

l.85

1�47

2.07
02
16: .36 .fH!'
0
.l6
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Table 6
Differences 1n Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Test Designs Dependent on Sex of Respondent
Association
Level
Content

Association
Category

No Response,
Simple Despription,
vs.
Without Movement,
Movement

Design

# l
2

i
Movement,
vs.
No Response,
Simple Description,
Without Movement

# 1
2
6
7
8

Ohi Square

2.12
�86
1.00
.01
1.13
.26
.82

2.68

.5o

.41

.02
1.14
2.68
2.85

1.38
.13
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Table 7
Differences in Associations to Bender-Gestalt
Test Designs Dependent on Sex or Respondent
Association
Level

Association
Category

Structural
No

Design

Chi Square

Whole
vs.
Response,

Change,

Fragmentation

fl

l
2
J

7
8

.o
.o

•• 26
1.14,s$,*
7.04
1.4.0

.66.
4.16*

No Response,
Change,
vs.

Fragmentation,
Whole

# l

2

3

7
8

*Chi Square at 3.84 signifioant at 5�.
rt
n 6 • 64
"
n 196 •

-:81- "

0

.18
0

.85
.46
.17
0

2.70
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Figure

l

Record of S's a soeiationa to the Bender Gestalt

--------- Father a Occupation._______
Grade -----s.ohool ---------------Name ----------------Age ______
Date

1

Inspection of' school reeord
Miscellaneous observations (behavior during test, difficulties
experienced, etc.)

Figur

A

Figure l

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure

4

Figure

5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure

8

